Southernmost Kham, which borders Burma and Yunnan Province, remained at the juncture of several mutually competing political centers until the first half of the twentieth century. On the fringes of Tibetan, Naxi, and Chinese expansion and increasing political control, several TibetoBurman-speaking groups such as the Drung and Nung gradually became integrated into their neighbors' polities. Their political dependency often arose from trading with and accepting loans from commercial agents and from the intermediaries of local rulers, Naxi and Tibetans alike. This article addresses this practice of providing credit, which was developed at the expense of impoverished groups who were often obliged to accept the terms of the transaction. The author particularly emphasizes the connections between this system of debt dependency, the relationship between creditors and debtors that has to be considered in terms of exchange and reciprocity, and the question of political legitimacy. Within this broader context of regional interethnic relations, the article provides a detailed analysis of the concrete terms of the political relationship that existed between Drung communities and Tibetan chiefs of Tsawarong, which contributes to an understanding of the workings of this relationship and its economic, territorial, and even ritual components.
I will do this by taking into consideration the situation of a small region in southernmost Kham, sometimes referred to as Changyul, and its gradual inclusion in the Tibetan realm around the mid-nineteenth century. After providing the necessary regional contextualization, I delve into the details of the political relationship that tied the Drung people to local Tibetan rulers and how their political dependence arose from, or was entangled with, trade and commercial activities that created a network of indebtedness. A similar case of compulsory trade and forms of economic dependence can be found at a more regional level, and the creditor-debtor relationship seems to have played a key role in establishing and consolidating the authority of local rulers. Thus, one of the broader underlying questions concerns the processes by which authority-and the specific form it may take-was established in this borderland inhabited by diverse ethnicities. I aim to show that in certain remote areas, such as the one under scrutiny here, political expansion depended on commercial and trade activities that created forms of economic dependence from which political dependence derived.
A Disputed Frontier
This remote area bordering Burma and Yunnan Province had long been coveted by both Tibetans and Chinese, and the strategic location of the Naxi kingdom gave it an important role as a buffer state between Tibet and China. The Naxi king was recognized as a vassal of the Emperor of China and took the surname Mu (1382), and the kingdom's capital, Sandan (Tib. Satam, N. Batang and Litang in Kham (Wang 1995, 53-57, 108-109) . The Naxi remained the main ruling elite in this area when the Qing dynasty extended the indigenous chief system (tusi zhidu), which left a significant degree of autonomy to local leaders in return for their loyalty to the empire. In spite of the reform to attribute control of the administration to state-appointed civilian officials (gaitu guiliu), only local chieftains wielded real authority in the most remote areas (see Jagou and Tenzin in this issue). These chieftains included Naxi indigenous chiefs (or tusi) and independent Tibetan chiefs of Tsawarong.
Following the northern expansion of the Naxi during the Ming dynasty over the border zone between Yunnan, Tibet, and Sichuan, an administrative hierarchy was established in the context of the new military and territorial organization, and some garrisons were left stationed during these incursions (Diqing Zangzu 1986, 25; Yang F. 2005, 112-118) . A higher level included indigenous chiefs holding the Naxi title of mu-kua, or "commander of soldiers," in the Mu kingdom system of military rule. The title corresponds to a district-level office of military and civilian affairs and is generally referred to as mugua in Chinese documents. 4 The office of mu-kua attests to the long-term political presence of the Naxi, and is to be found together with other titles. At the lower level of this administrative hierarchy were the bbei-sui, a Naxi term meaning "village head" (Yang F. 2005, 129; 2008, 99-101) . These local leaders (known as baise or huotou in Chinese sources) were especially in charge of collecting the tribute at village level.
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This same position is to be found within the Tibetan village territorial organization known as tshokak, in Gyelthang in particular, partly because of the influence of the Naxi administration.
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However, after the conquest of Tibetan territories, the Naxi often bestowed their own titles (such as that of mu-kua) on local headmen of Tibetan ethnicity. Wang mu-kua collected taxes, commanded military forces to quell the "rebellions," and adjudicated criminal and civil cases, which were a significant source of revenue. The mu-kua owned considerable properties and were, with the Buddhist temples, the only landowners. They rented their land in exchange for taxes and corvée (Goré 1923, 309; Desgodins A. 1877, 176) .
Among the Nung and Drung, a story is still told that explains how, at the time He Niang was in office, authority over their territories was transferred to the Tibetans of Tsawarong. The story goes that the female mu-kua known by the name of Aché Jomo was so impressed by the power of a lama who came to cure her sick child 12 that she decided to cede the right to collect taxes from the population of the Upper Nu and Qiu Valleys (Salween and Drung Valleys). In local lore, this story provides an explanation for the transfer of authority from the Naxi mu-kua to a Tibetan chief in Tsawarong. From the Drung people's point of view, this Tibetan chief therefore acted as a legitimate "master of the place" (Dr. mvlì ăqkāng) and, as such, was entitled to ask for payment of a tax, which corresponded for the Drung to a "tax to eat the land" (Dr.
ămrā kaì krì). 13 This tax was levied on the basis of a rather precise political organization, which I will describe in a later section of this article.
The mu-kua's authority and right to levy taxes were exerted-as far as the Upper Nu and the Qiu Valleys are concerned-through the Buddhist temple (Puhuasi) located in Changputong, a temple that the mu-kua helped build in the mid-nineteenth century. The political power of the mu-kua was closely linked to that of surrounding Buddhist monasteries. The Naxi indigenous chief, as well as the temples in this area, was in charge of tax-free fiefs, collecting from locals a tax in exchange for the right to cultivate. Strong links had been established over the centuries between the Naxi and some religious authorities in Tibet, mainly the Karmapa (Kagyü). 14 The Buddhist monastery. It is to this monastery and to the local civilian authorities that the Naxi indigenous chief had given away the right to collect taxes throughout the northern part of Changputong territory and its mixed Tibetan and Nung population, and the valley of the Qiu (Drung) River to the west. This is the area that we sometimes find mentioned under the Tibetan name Changyul or Tshongyul-a debatable name, as we will see now.
On the Edges of Kham
The identification and delimitation of several discrete territories within Kham, as far as its southern section is concerned, is an arduous task. To draw the spheres of influence described above at any moment in time would surely be a challenge, for we know little of the changing administrative boundaries that would enable us to draw clear lines on the map. Central Tibet's authority over Kham increased when the Fifth Dalai Lama attempted to exercise better control over the eastern territories in the late seventeenth century as part of a broader empire-building campaign, granting hereditary titles and land to deserving lay families, as well as granting estates or subjects to Geluk monasteries. A governor was posted to Markham, and he ruled over the heads of districts (Tib. dzong pön), such as Sangngak Chödzong, that bordered Yunnan. These regional headmen, who had been appointed by the Ganden Phodrang or had received hereditary titles, ruled side by side with the monasteries that held political authority, property, and armed forces. The districts were generally governed by two officials, one secular, one religious.
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In the Upper Salween Valley, north of Changputong, Menkhung was part of one of the administrative divisions of the district of Sangngak Chödzong, which had authority over subordinate officials with the rank of commander (Tib. zhel ngo), such as those of Dzayül and Tsawarong. Menkhung was part of the latter, ruled by both lay and religious authorities. Its territory extended southward toward Changputong's, and its subjects were Tibetan as well as Nung (Melam) and Drung.
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I would like to draw attention to the southernmost area of Tsawarong, which is sometimes referred to as Changyul, or Tshongyul. The American missionary J. H. Edgar (1933 Edgar ( -1934 , who traveled to Tsawarong in 1911 with Lieutenant Bailey, refers to a southern area across the Yunnanese and possibly Burmese borders as a region local Tibetans called Tshongyul, "the country of trade" (53). The well-known French Tibetologist Jacques Bacot speaks of "Khionieu"-no doubt his transcription of the local pronunciation of this name-and adds that this area extends from the Mekong Valley to the Irrawaddy (Bacot [1912 (Bacot [ ] 1988 . 18 The French missionary Goré, like Bacot, writes about "Kiongyul"-although he reports that this was the name given to the valley west of the Salween and adds that it was referred to by this name, which he translates as "valley of beer," because Drung people enjoy drinking (Goré 1924, 602) .
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He was therefore using the local pronunciation for Changyul, a name that we then find in writings by the famous explorer and botanist J. F. Rock, who probably derived his own knowledge from these earlier works (Rock 1947, 336n48 From these various accounts we gather that two possible names, Tshongyul or Kiongyul (understood as the local pronunciation for Changyul), were given to this southernmost part of Kham. Both of these names and their associated translations ("valley of trade", "valley of beer") are, however, problematic, and I would like to propose another interpretation.
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Instead of thinking that Kiong would be the way the word chang is locally pronounced (the pronunciation in the local dialect possibly being tɕ h ɑ ŋ or even tɕ h o ŋ ), I propose that Kiong is in fact the Tibetan pronunciation of the name that was commonly given to the Drung people at that time, and from which the Chinese name Qiu(zi) was also derived. The Chinese name Qiu itself is, in all probability, derived from the name Tchò-pa (tɕ huʔ pɑ ), a generic name in the Lisu language used to refer to the Drung and affiliated people living in Upper Burma. As Lisu is the lingua franca in this area, it is not hard to imagine how Tchò could have informed not only the Chinese name but also the Tibetan one. It should also be noted that one finds a similar root in the name given to the Qiu in Naxi manuscripts, where they are referred to as the T'khyü people (Mueggler 2011, 138-139) . Tshong/Kiong would therefore be a variation of the Lisu word Tchò or the Naxi word T'khyü; and it is indeed still used nowadays by some local Tibetans as an ethnonym to refer to the Drung people.
Therefore, the Tibetan Tshongyul/Changyul could quite possibly simply mean "the valley of the Tshong (tɕ h o ŋ ) people"-not "the valley of beer," although Drung people do indeed enjoy drinking. Nor is the designation "the valley of trade" fully convincing, despite the fact that trade has surely been of crucial importance in shaping their relations with their immediate neighbors, as I will now attempt to demonstrate.
Local Political System
The Kham region of southeastern Tibet was a strategic zone of loose influence that needed specific measures of control, such as installing settlers and granting them tax-free land.
Efforts were made by the Ganden Phodrang to spread Buddhism and to fight against orders other than the official Geluk. 22 Some monasteries played an important role in this area as they had real political and often economic power and, together with local headmen, were part of a complex political and also familial network. During the seventeenth century, when monastic hierarchs of other Buddhist schools in Gyelthang resisted the penetration of the power of the Geluk in the region, the insurgence was suppressed by troops from Lhasa. The Naxi king supported an armed (Tsomu 2015, 22) . It should be emphasized that the importance of the order of the Karmapa (Kagyü) in this region was due in part to the Naxi but also to the Qing, who from time to time supported this religious order to fight against the Tibetans and the influence of the Geluk order. The growing influence of the latter in the region played a role in the discernible urgency, for the Qing, to establish a more direct form of control over the territory of Lijiang.
In spite of efforts by both the Ganden Phodrang and the Qing administration to control these liminal regions, they enjoyed only indirect and tenuous authority. The local headmen and the religious authorities enjoyed great independence, deriving large personal benefits from taxes and commercial activities. On Tibetan territory, land was considered to be state property, and all peasants to whom tenure rights were given had to pay taxes and services (Tib. trel). The Tibetan government fixed the amount of taxes, and district officials had to collect them. All excess tax collected from the local population was for their own benefit. Land administrators, officials appointed by the government, and hereditary headmen or monasteries were granted land, with local families thereupon becoming their dependents. According to missionary documents, at that time Tsawarong governed over about twenty villages, with a total population estimated at five to six thousand families. Of these, only 270 were tributaries (trelpa), the others being farmers, sharecroppers for monasteries or serfs of some rich landowner (Goré 1923, 377) . It happened that some officials abused their authority and used the free transport service (corvée, Tib. ulak) for their own private business activities, or even imposed their commercial items on their subjects.
In Tsawarong, the governor had his own agents and a monopoly on commercial activities.
But this privilege was often ceded to monasteries or private merchants (Carrasco 1972, 92, 213 slaves or else were sold. It is said that he had around sixty slaves. This is how a missionary described the situation of the Nung people of the upper reaches of the Salween:
The Arru [Nung] people pay a yearly tribute to China; the Lama of the place [Changputong] is in charge of sending it to Weixi. Moreover, they also have to pay a small tribute to the Tibetan mandarin of Menkong [Menkhung] ; this is in the form of alms and consists of steel cooking-pots, local cloth, etc. . . . One local assured me that in principle the Arru should not have to pay any tribute to Tibet but the Tibetans, taking advantage of the weakness and kindness of the inhabitants, first asked for presents and then ended up demanding them; the mandarin then demanded free transportation of his salt loads; and then the bigwigs from the Tsa-kong [Ram ngön] bourgeoisie also asked for free transportation of their salt loads on behalf of Chel-ngo [Zhal ngo] and then for themselves. So things came to the point where, when the time came to pay the tribute, the poor Lutzi [Luzi, i.e., Nung] had to carry around 500 to 600 loads of salt every year and were then forced to buy it at a rate of five loads of cereal for one of salt. Two years ago [1862] , the Lutzi, with the help of the Chinese settled in the area and assisted by a Lisu regiment, brought about a small revolution: they came to the tribute collectors and said that in the future they would regularly pay the tribute but would only carry the seventeen loads for the mandarin or Chel-ngo for free. (Desgodins C. H. 1872, 323) The complexity of the situation the local Nung and Drung communities found themselves in reveals how competing powers had established overlapping rights over some of the population.
In the northern Salween Valley, some villages had taxes and corvée imposed on them not only by the Naxi tusi and the temple of Changputong but also by the civilian and ecclesiastic authorities of Tsawarong.
Territorial Organization
The so-called Changyul, the valley of the Drung, was therefore part of one of the administrative divisions under the authority of Sangngak Chödzong and under the nominal authority of the commander (zhel ngo) of Menkhung, as previously mentioned. The Drung used to refer to this Tibetan chief by the name shenwū, likely their rendering of the Tibetan name.
Under the shenwū were the lĕnbū (Tib. lönpo)-a hereditary position-of the village of Ram ngön, who were in charge of tax collection (Yang Y. 2000, 57) . The latter were no other than the rich merchants who had a monopoly on local trade, as referred to above. As these rich merchants also acted as intermediaries for collecting tax, these duties were therefore interspersed with private profiteering and sometimes abuse. These rich merchants lived in very large houses (forts, dzong) generally described by explorers at the time as big castles. There were two such castles, and the description that Jacques Bacot gives of the biggest one when he visited it in 1908 makes it sounds very impressive ([1912] 1988, 248-250) The names gyŏng-dāq and nyvm-zàng, which are difficult to translate, designate two temporary positions that were held by local villagers on a rotational basis. They were in charge of collecting from villagers all items for the payment of tax, and they were responsible for hosting the group of Tibetans, which included providing food and a set of presents for the envoys and the Tibetan chief himself.
Collecting Tax There is yet another layer of complexity, for, even prior to Tibetan rule, Naxi indigenous chiefs had also been collecting a form of tax through their local intermediaries among Drung villagers. These three spheres of influence and sources of taxation ended up overlapping, making any distinction among them a real challenge for Drung people's memories several generations later.
The unit used for tax collection was the household (Dr. dzung), and in every hamlet there was a set number of households that were counted as units of taxation. This tax gave the Drung the right to "eat the land," as they say, that was granted by the Tibetans who were considered to be the "masters of the land." The number of tax units was predetermined and did not change with any increase or decrease in population. If, for example, a household that paid tax had no heir, another household had to replace it, and it was usually the Tibetan leaders who would ask a family to settle on that piece of land and pay the tax. We find here a similar logic to that found in the taxation system in Tibet where the household is the tax unit, which contributed to the emergence of the "house" as a social unit-the ideal form of unity between siblings and the mono-marital principle (polyandry) to avoid division of property (Goldstein 1971) .
Once the visiting Tibetans had arrived in a territorial unit, the Drung representatives would gather together all the villagers, often led by their traditional leaders, the kasàng (good orators).
26 They would greet the Tibetan chief and his party, kowtow, and say:
Grandmother Lĕnbū, grandfather Lĕnbū You arrive like the rising sun Grandmother Lĕnbū, coming like the sun Grandfather Lĕnbū, coming like the sun Once all the items to be given had been collected, everything was piled next to the Tibetan chief and packed-wrapped in cloth and then sewn and sealed-not to be opened again. During the packaging, which was done by the Tibetans, the Drung villagers would start an incantation such as this:
This is worth the land, worth the place It's heavy as stone It's heavy as the earth
The tax was paid as compensation because the Tibetans were regarded as "masters of the land."
For their part, the Tibetans reaffirmed that the place was theirs and the Drung their subjects (Dr. Drung pulling on one side represented the "weight" of the tax and, thanks to its efficacy, the incantation loaded the cloth with the weight of what the land from which the Drung derived their livelihood could produce. Pulling on the other end, the Tibetan strongmen provided the effort necessary to "extract" the tax. The outcome was therefore not to challenge but to confirm the authority of the Tibetan chiefs, together with their position as "masters of the land." There was no real competition, whether physical or oratory. The role of strength and speech was limited to ensure the smooth running of affairs, to ensure that the "weight" of the tax suited the demands of those in charge.
From Pawns to Peons
Although the Naxi or Tibetan headmen's authority seems to have been imposed and accepted quite naturally, this did not happen without resistance. More importantly, Nung and Drung political dependency arose from trading with and accepting loans from business agents and intermediaries of local rulers, Naxi and Tibetan alike. As we have seen, Tibetan chiefs who levied taxes on the Drung were themselves rich merchants with a trade monopoly in southeast Tibet on the border with Yunnan. Similarly, the Naxi, who had been the main ruling elite in this area, had firmly established themselves early on in some villages in the upper Salween Valley.
Loans with interest were common among the Naxi headmen and their agents, as well as among various Buddhist temples and Tibetan chiefs, who were the main actors in business transactions, especially for salt, tools, iron utensils, and woolen clothing. This was a great source of income, and the practice of providing credit developed at the expense of impoverished inhabitants, who were often obliged to accept the terms of the transaction. The inability of some borrowers to reimburse lenders led to them into debt, economic dependence, and eventually servitude.
Salt was a very important trade item. It was sold to, if not imposed on, Drung and Nung communities by Tibetan merchants or by traders who were intermediaries of the Naxi mu-kua.
Generally speaking, salt has clearly been an instrument of power in human history, and as a rare food product, its control was particularly vital and a source of great profits. For the Drung people, it is worth mentioning that oxen were also an important trade item (because of their highly valued ritual use) that would sometimes be traded for children and women, or for people who were greatly indebted and who would become servants or slaves for life. Tibetan and Naxi headmen exploited this same process. Until the first half of the twentieth century, impoverished peasants in this remote area could not escape the debt system. Debt slavery in eastern Tibet (Tsawarong, Dzayul), as well as in the Tibetanized part of northwest Yunnan, was described by missionaries and travelers as affecting a large part of the population (Goré 1923, 388-390; Ward 1934, 52; Lazcano 1998, 229-231) .
Land appropriation was possible through debt relations. In many villages in the upper reaches of the Salween, the Nung (Melam) people had several creditors to whom they had to cede their land while remaining on as tenant farmers. As a guarantee for rising debts, rights over land were ultimately transferred. Farmers who did not have any means of paying their debts could become slaves to their creditor or settle their debt by giving the lender one of their children. Those enslaved because of their debts could, in theory, free themselves; however, rare were those who had the means to pay for their freedom. The creditor could transfer the debt to a purchaser, the debtor's status being handed down to his or her descendants. In Tsawarong, father, mother, and children could be sold separately, and Menkhung was known locally as a center for the slave trade (Bacot [1912 (Bacot [ ] 1988 . In these Tibetan areas, many slaves were Drung or originally came from the Himalayan rim (Upper Burma, Arunachal, Assam), but this debt phenomenon concerned the whole population.
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The creditor-debtor relationship overlapped political relationships. 29 In this regional context, debt seems to have been an essential matrix for the construction and expression of political relationships between groups, and it contributed to the establishment or abolition of the boundaries between them. In this sense, the logic of debt constitutes a common language that enables all groups to produce their differences, and which, in the process, includes them in a common social system in which not only goods, but also people, were exchanged.
Conclusion
This article has aimed at providing new insight into the history of Tibetan and Chinese expansion and a better understanding of the multiple actors who shaped the history of these borderlands by capturing the complexities of commercial, political, religious, and ethnic interactions that have taken place in this contact zone. It has further aimed at integrating the disparate levels, from the state down to the distinct practices of local life.
Several mutually competing political centers imposed, at different times or simultaneously, their ruling systems over this frontier territory that long remained at the limits of the political expansion of the Naxi, Tibetan, and Chinese polities alike. Local indigenous rulers retained their authority based on an existing system that provided them with legitimacy and power over the local inhabitants-whether Tibetan, Nung, Drung, or another ethnicity. This system, I argue, derives from the logic of the creditor-debtor relationship. Debt appears to lie at the heart of relations between both economic and political dependence and, in order to understand the local political system that had subsisted until the end of the Qing dynasty and the earlier Republican period, one has to take into consideration the circulation of goods and people along with the values regarding wealth and differences in status that informed the workings of political relationships and exchange networks in the regional system.
Once the complexity of political and commercial interactions and the dynamic relationship between these contiguous societies have been underlined, some fundamental aspects of their relationships can be identified. The specific history of the area, as understood through oral accounts and historiography, throws light on the fact that, parallel to relations of exploitation, there were also important commercial bonds-a system of exchange between neighboring people. In other words, Drung and Nung were not only subject to economic and political domination but were also actors within a larger asymmetrical and hierarchical system that contributed to their creation of a sense of identity (see Gros 2011, 34-35) . Oral history and written documents attest to the importance of these exchange networks, and the movement of goods appears to be completely entangled in political networks. Several politico-religious poles were in place, which resulted in a superposition of authorities that often came across as being concurrent. Drung or Nung people therefore found themselves in the middle of a polarized system which placed them in multiple relations of allegiance that can be grasped through the analysis of singular social networks clearly situated in time.
There is more to forms of allegiance and dependence than the mere economic nature of political control. Dependence implies not only bondage but also forms of hierarchical affiliation, where valued social relations are maintained. As evidenced throughout southernmost Kham, voluntary dependence was not uncommon (Gros 2007, 272) . Debt relations are also to be understood within the logic of a form of unstable political power that derived from controlling the ultimate source of wealth: people, even more than land and goods. For an overview on the Naxi (and Moso), see Oppitz and Hsu (1998) and Mathieu (2003) . For the Lisu people, see the long introduction in Dessaint and Ngwâma (1994) . Nu and Dulong, respectively, are the standardized form (and official name in Chinese) of these two groups. For the relationships between these groups, see Gros (2004 The orthography mun-kwua is given by Rock (1947, 2:307) , who states that only two such offices existed, the second one being in Eya in the district of Muli (in Sichuan), where the name often appears transcribed as muguan in Chinese; cf. Wellens (2006, 55; 2010, 35, 227) . One of the main sources of information regarding the seldom discussed role of the mu-kua in the territorial expansion of the Mu kingdom authority is Yang F. (2008) . In present Naxi phonetic Pinyin script the term should be written as muq gua. 5 See Li Daosheng (1994, 263) and Xiao (1999, 127) . According to Wang (1995, 71) , mukua were generally Naxi military officers with kinship ties to the Mu family. 6
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